Elon Slayer Token Whitepaper
Introduction
In a world of injustice the only way to make a change is to support righteous people and be
one of them. This project is oriented in DEFI and Launchpad features and on investing its
profits to support actions of our „Slayer” as well as funding startup projects focused on
improving the world. Crypto world is a great place to offer both secure and transparent
transactions and that’s what every funding needs, to let people trust in their goals and
actions. Every initiative will be executed with the help of blockchain network which is very
transparent in its architecture. Additional data will also be provided on products websites
and applications allowing to verify the communities of recipients of the funds raised. A
system created in this way allows the process to be monitored from start to finish by every
active participant.
Token
EST is going to be used for all types of transactions around the system. It's a burnable
token, which will be burned on specific events (f.e. achieved milestones, our „Slayer” or
our app birthday etc.), after a successful community voting round in a blockchain contract.
Our „Slayer” actions funding
Even when being the richest man in the world it’s nice to have additional support from
other sources. Whilst connecting users by decentralized technologies, we focus on
delivering our system features without downtimes, to let the source feed the river all the
time.
Projects funding
Every day new projects are deployed to blockchain networks. Most of them provide decent
features, but many of them consume loads of energy just for fun purposes, not giving its
user/holder any chance to grow as a human. On the other hand, there are some of them
that may improve our lives. We focus on the potentiality to review any project in 24h by
providing a blockchain contract for users to vote on.
Fully open source and verified code
Every piece of our system that is designed to perform operations related to token trading
or recording user decisions will be made public in the form of a repository available on
github.com. This code will not only be available on an open-source basis, but each of its
blockchain parts will be verified using a network explorer f.e for the BSC network (which is
native to our token) it will be bscscan.com. This way the user will not only be assured of
what we have written, but also that it has been made available for use in an unaltered
form.

Vote system
An important part of our system is the voting module. With the help of blockchain network
everyone has an overview of how many votes were cast, how and by whom. There is no
room for manipulation, which many governments in the history of the world have
committed. This module is very important because it should be up to the people to decide
how to distribute the funds in our system, to prevent breaking the promise of transparency
and integrity in a growing team.

